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Note 1

The Chapter VI in this Research Report was published at June 8, 2017 and
the second edition with addition about Theorem

is presented here at

August 27, 2017 (c.f. pp.l40~14l).
Note 2

The author have made a slip of the pen as for application of N.Wiener

Theorem (c.f. N.Wiener[11, Theorem 24, ppl46~9)to TheoremsG, and Gj.
Then he will intend to correct it and present here at December 24, 2017 as
the third edition.
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ON THE THEORY OF GENERALIZED HILBERT TRANSRORM VI

THE SPECTRE ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS ON THE N.WIENER CLASS S(2)

by
Sumiyuki Koizumi

Department of Mathematics,
Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University,

3-14-1, Hiyoshi, Kohoku'Ku,Yokohama, 223, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

We shall continue the problem of spectrum of function of the N.Wiener class S after the
preceding section 14 in this research report V and we shall prove that in the Theorem E,

we need not always the hypothesis (D;^) and present it as the Theorem E . We shall
also treat the same problems as for Generalized Hilbert Transforms.

15 The Spectral Analysis and Synthesis on the N.Wiener class5.
We shall explain these circumstances for the sake of completeness as foUows

15.1 Let us suppose that for function / of the classSq, there exist the following
Umit

(CJ

lim r!r
f /Cx)e~'^dx =
2T t,.

I -»oo 7/ J

(Mreal X).

Then we have by the one-sided Wiener formula
T

lim—\f(X
IT Jy-

,

X*e

dx -lim—-{=- f {s(u-¥s,f)-s(u-s,f)}du
^-^0 2d27re

We shall begine to define the class
Definition of the class

(\/real Z),

after Prof. N.Wiener[ 1 ].

.In case f is measurable over f'—oo.cojand integrable ofits

square modulus locally and exist the following limit
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2T

we shall say that / belongs to the class

.

Let us introduce the generalized Fourier transforms (G.F.T.) after Prof. N.Wiener
1

1

1

1

-1

/1

s(uj)=-=\f(x) ^—dx+lj.m.-i= f+J
V^ri

V2;r

f(x)^^dx.

i

-IX

Then we have

s(u-\-s,f)-s(u-s,f)= Li.m. j— ff

""dx

and

1

A

\{s(u + €j)-s(u-e,f)}du= f
?
A-E

OvinY

f(x)^^^^-''^dx

/_ "
A-e\

JIjt
^271

du.

x

Let us define the following formulas

Pa(")=-^\f(x)
and

r,/ ^ =li.m.-=
T
1 f f(x)
r/ .^Sinxe
F(u)
-jln Za

dx

X

respectively, then we have by the Plancherel theorem

\\F,(u)- F(u)1 1^,^0

(WreaU)

Since the strong convergence implies the weak convergence, we have
ra

CO

J FJu)XxJ^)du-^ jF(u)z^Ju)du (A^co), (\lrealX)
—DO

—CO

where the Xxe(^) denotes the characteristic function of interval (X — S,X-\-s) and
this formula is written as follows
A+£

A-\-s

J F^(u)du^ I F(u)du
A-e

(A^^xi), (yrealX).

A-c

Let us remark that this formula is also proved by the Schwartz inequality directly.
Now we have by the theorem of Fubini

-^Tf f /(xJ^^^^e'''^dx\u =-^(/(xJ^^^( e-'^du
134
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^

/ rt ' _ \'2

A

_'.2

-iir\sin EX ,

'

dx

x'

(A^'=o),

(\frealX).

Therefore we have

Um^~
I {s(u-¥e,f)-s(u-sj)}du =-^lim—
\(f(x)e
£-».o 4;rfid27t
Tie

x

dx.

The one-sided Wiener formula* Let us suppose that f(x) is measurable and
1 ^
integrable locally and —
^\f(x)\dx is bounded as for T —> co. Then we have
-r

7^«2r V
—I

f(x)e~'^dx =lim—
](f(x)e'"')""X dx
tie
-co

in the sense that if the limit of left hand side exist then the hmit of right hand side also
exist and their limiting values are equal

Let us remark that if f(x) belongs to the class Sq , then the presupposed conditions
of the one-sided Wiener formula are all satisfied. Then applying the one-sided Wiener
formula we have

=lim—\
f(x)e~'^'dx = lim
= J {s(u +£,f)~s(u'£,f)}du
7_,co 2T .
^->0 ledlTi
(^realX) .
15.2 On the Lemma £.
We have

Lemma E* Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class S and satisfies the
h5T)othesis ('Q j("ireal X). Then we have

;•
/im

1 Y|ls(u
/ +. E,/)-s{u~E,/)l du = —
a(X-h0.<p)-o-(X-0,ip)
,—

(vreal X).

^271
Proof. Let us define ^(x) as auto-correlation function of f(x)

<P(x)= l'">
/•_»« 2T f(x + Of(t)dt
and G(u)= a(u,(p) as its G.F.T. Then applying just the same argument as Lemma
E(c.f. ibid.V,p.l25) we have the above formula

/ E,f)~
r. s(u~
/ E,f/■w2j
Urn 1 Yi\s(u-^
)\du~
^•^^Ane
135
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15.3

On the Theorem E.

We have

Theorem E*. L#et us suppose that f(x) belongs to the classS and satisfies(C;^)and
(R2)• Then we have the same conclusions of the Theorem E without the Hjrpothesis
(D,).
Proof. We shall prove Theorem £"* step by step as follows.
Step(i) We have by the Schwartz inequality

=|//m
c, P=l
Urn
^7<hm

j= f {s(u
^
\s{u + s,f)-s(u-s,f)}
s.f)-s(u-s.f)\du

1 '^f^^(u
/ + e,f)-s(u-s,f)\
.r> /
rn2 du
j = a(X^-^,q))=
-(T(u
47rs

.

yl27r

Therefore we shall conclude that if (j(u) is continuous at m = A, then we have
=0.

Step( ii) Since afu) is a bounded and monotone increasing function, there exists
the set of at most countable points A and satisfies properties as follows.
Let us denote A =

= 0,1,2,3,....^ and

(n = 0,1,2,3,....) where

^ = 0 and Cq =0 may be permitted.
Then we have

(i)If A g A,the we have

o■(A + 0,<p)-o■(u-0,(p) = CJ^ = 0.
(ii)If

eA

= 0,1,2,3,....j. Then we have
0.1,2,3.,...;
V2;r

and

y

,^ya(X„+0,(p)-a(X„-0,(p) ^(j(co,g))-a)-co,(p)

Y " " „

n/2^

~

Then there exists the 82 -almost periodic function
follows

ft

By the hypothesis (C^) ,we have
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7

7*

Urn — \ f(x)e~'^dx = Urn — \ g(x)e~'^dx

/■->« 2T

2T

(Vreal A).

(c.f. V ibid. p. 129).

Step(iii)

Then if we put f(x) —g(x) —h(x) say. Then we shall prove that the

function h(x) belongs to the class S . Since f(x) and g(x) both belong to the
class S and we have
T

T

Urn ■^\h(x->r t)h(t)dt = Urn ■^\{f(x-\-t)-g(x^- t)}{f(t)-g(t)}dt
= r-«c 2T

OTTOdt - lim ^\f(x
+ t)g(t)dt - lim ^lg(x
+ t)f(t)dt + ^Urn ■^\g(x
+ t)g(t)dt
2T
IT ij.
2/ Zj

and we have also
Z'

7'

7'

l''"^\f(x + t)g(t)dt = lim-^\g(x + t)f(t)dt = lim^\g(x + t)g(t)dt

T-^^ITZ]'

Zf

7-->oo2rJ^

(c.f. IV ibid. pp.105-108).
Therefore we have

==

Off')dt-lim

g(x + t)g(t)dt.

Thus we shall prove that h(x) belongs to the class 5.
Step (iv) We shall consider auto-correlation fiinctions <p(x;f), y/(x; g) and x(
f,g,h ; their G.RT. a(u;(p),<j(u;t}/) and <j(u;x) of

respectively.

Then we shall prove

<P(x;f) = y/(x;g) -J- x(x;h)

and

ct(u;q)) = a(u;ii/) + <j(u;x)

respectively.

Step (v) Since (7(u;g>) is continuous on the se

and discontinuous of the first kind

with jump on the set A ^ we have as for A = /!„, (w = 0,1,2,3,...)

,

,, a(X+Q:<p)-CT(X-0;(p)

\c„ \ <

, —
dlTT

— = lim

1

1=
2s^2n

Y, ^

^

,, ,

\c7(u + £;(p)-G(u-s;(p)\du

On the other hand, since <T(u;y/) Is G.F.T. of ^/(x;g) and y/(x;g) is the
auto-correlation function of

-almost periodic function g(x),^Q have

r

g(u;\{/)-

<

-v/2^

El''" I' +11"". I

V
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and so we have

,2 o'f +0,v;- ct( -0,1//)
c„\=^—'"V
"—^
yllTt

r« = o,i,2,

;

on the set A and

_ <7(X
<j(X + 0,y/)-cT(X~0,y/)
0,\f>
C5

~U

yfl^
on the set A'^..

Step (vi) Therefore we have proved that <t(u;x) is the difference of two bounded,
monotone increasing function and so function of bounded variation. The g(u;x) i®

G.RT.of x(^>^)

J is the auto-correlation function of

, we could apply

the N.Wiener Theorem[ 1 ](Theorem 24,pp. 146-149) and we have

^ fI
h2 =_ Y\^^
V-[ +0:9)-^(K
lim—\\x(x;h)fdx
'Jll—

I ^ aV

-T

In particular, if the CT(u,(p) is continuous everywhere then it is satisfied

a(X +0,(p)-<7(u~Q,(p)~C;^=0

real X)

Therefore we have

l}'"^\\x(x;h)fdx =0.
Moreover we could apply to the formula the N.Wiener Theorem! 1 ](Theorem20, p.138)
and we have

X(x;h)= 0,

a.e. x.

and

<p(x;f)= y/(x;g)

a.e. x.

15.4 In the last of this section we shall prove

Theorem/^. Let us suppose that f(x)^SQ. Then the necessary and sufficient

condition for the hypotheses(C;^)are satisfied for aU real X,is the following conditions

f(x)+coe~'^ e Sq

(o} = ±], ±i)

are satisfied for all real X.

Lemma F. We have the following formula •

■\j2n
s(u + £,e'^ )-s(u- s, e'^ )=<

(X~£<u<X + e)
/
5J.
1
(u
= X±s)

0
v

138
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Proof ofthe Lemma F. Let us start to calculations ofthe G.F.T. of

.We have by the

definition of G.F.T.

s(u + £,e'^)-s(u-£,e'^)
-t(u-\-e)x
JXx

-1

-I

1

-dx + Li.m. I—

-ix
I

-i(u-E)X
JAx

yjlTT

-1

1

■dx-l.i.m.

.—

-ix

-i(u-¥e)x

A

,»/lx

J-J
-A

1

-I

A

-i(u-e)x
JXx

J-1

-A

L ^-i(u~X+e)x _ ^-i(u-X-e)x

■dx
-IX

•dx
-IX

1

|

-1

^-i(u-X*e)x _^-ifu-X-E)x

A

dx

dx + Li.m.
A-*03

-IX

1

1

®

--A

1

-IX

J

^-i(u-X+£)x _ ^~i(u-X-e)x
dx
-IX

Therefore we have

s(u + £,e'^ )- s(u — £,e'^ ) =
^py.

1

[sign(u-X + £)- sign( u-A-£]

r sin(u- X + £)x

dx-py.

1

f sin(u-X-£)x

dx

where we have

Py. [ ^^^^^dx = (sign?) )n
J

v

and then we have

yfli
s(u-\-£,e'^ )-s(u- £,

iXx \

) =<"

(X-£ <U<X-¥£)
(u = X±£)

0

(u < X-£,X + £ <u) .

Proof of Theorem . (The necessity of condition): Let us suppose that f(x) belongs
to the class Sq and satisfies the condition (CJ^).
First of all, we shall remark the following identities

\f(x) + a)e'''^f = \f(x)f +a}f(x)e'^ +6}f(x)e^'^ + \ mf'

(co = ±\, ±i) .

Then applying the condition (CJ^), the existence of limit of following formula
139
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1 ^

Urn—\\f(x)+ o)e~'^fdx

(co = ±\, ±i)

2T i,.

(Vreal X)

is guaranteed and therefore we have

f(x)-\-o)e~'^

(w = +\, ±i)

(\/real X).

(The sufficiency of condition)- First of all, we shall remark also the identities

=^{I f(x)+ r -1 f(x)-e'" r +/\f(x)+ie"- P -/1 f(x)-ie"- p}.
Then applying the condition /(xj+ oe''^" ^Sq (co = ±\, ±i) , ("ireal X)
existence offollowing limit
1 ^

Urn — \ f(x)e~'^'dx

(^real X)

7 ->« XT

is guaranteed and the condition

is satisfied.

Theorem F2 Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class Sq. Then the necessary
and sufficient condition for existence of the following limit
4

A+fc

.— { {s(u +s,f)-s(u~e,f)}du

Urn2s.V2;r

(\freal X)

is the following condition

f(x)-^-0)e~'^^SQ

((0 = ±\, ±i)

is satisfied for all real X .

Proof. The necessity of the condition is obtained by the e3q)ansion of the required
formula as follows.
1

Um
\\s(u-\- e,f+
e-*0 4;fs jL

)— s(u — e,f+ coe''^)fdu

—00

=lim—^ f I \s(u +£,f)-s(u-s,f)+ o}(s(u +s,e~'^)~s(u-£,e~'^))} f du
4ns

-Um

1

^
®

f \s(u-\-s,f)-s(u-s,f)fdu

I{s(u +s,f)-s(u-s,f)]^s(u-\-s,e~'^)-s(u-s,e j^du
140
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uw

_

-Urn-—— ^[s(u +s,f)-s(u-s,f)]\s(u-\- £,e~'^)-s(u-s,e~'^ du
-co

|2 «

•{■Urn-—— f I

+ E.e~*^ )-s(u-s, e~'^ ) f du

47r£ J

= lim

1

W

I /-> P

jl

Ie

f \s(u +£,f)-s(u-£,f)f du+lim

-so

—

[ du.
\-e

A+e

A+e

(O
{ ,
. ,
.
CO
-lim—==ff \s(u
+ E,f)-s(u-£,f)}du-lim—j==~
f {s(u+E,f)-s(u-s,f)}du

The sufficiency of the condition is obtained by the expansion of the required formula
I

4//W

J=^ f \s(u + E,f)-s(u~E,f)}du

= 4/iffi-^~ I {s(u + E, f) ~ s(u - E, f)^s(u + E,e~''^' )-s{u-E,e~'^^ j^du
Atce

= Um-^ f\s(u-^£,f + e~'^)-s(u-£,f + e~'^
^^0 Atte ^

du

—CO

-Urn
[\s(u-^£,f - e''^ )-s(u-E,f - e~'^ ) f du
ff-»0 4;^s J
-OO

{\s(u + £,f + ie~'^)-s(u~E,f + ie~'^)\^ du

e^o 4^ J

^0

\ \s(u-\-£,f

)-s(u-E,f

4ji£ j

)f du

—00

Now we shall obtain the desired result by combining Theorems

and F2.

Theorem F^^ Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class iSg. Then the following
formulas
<

7

Um—\f(x)e"^''dx =lim
-T

I

X^€

j= j {s(u + £,f)-s(u-E,f)}du

^-+0 '2,S'\j'2,7r

are true for each X in the sense that either of the limit exists, then the other limit
exists and assume the same value.

16. The Spectral Analysis and Synthesis of the G.H.T. f^(x)
16.1 Remark (l). On the hypothesisf"

.

Let us suppose that f(x)belongs to the classS and satisfies the condition(C^^). Then
141
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applying Lemma E*,we have for any constant
^

A+e

Urn
f \ {s(u + £,f)-s(u-£,f
S-.0 d,n£ J

f du

A^S

= lim

1

f \{s(u + £,f)-s(u-£,f)]fdu-lim

^^0 47r£ ?J

<r-»fl Atrc

^■-»0

^

A^S

-lim

4/rf

ll-TT(1

A7r£

Atrc

f {s(u +£,f)-s(u-£,f)}du

,J , *•

A^o

f [s(u + £,f)-s(u-£,/)]du + Urn ^71£
^ ^ \I du

r

A-'S

S

and we shall notice the following formulas
4

c^=lim

X+s
/t-rfc

+ £:,/^-5fM-£-,/j}t/w

2£\l27r

(\lreal X)

by the hypotheses (C.).
Then we have
X.
1

X+s

lim
f \\s(u-¥£,f
)-s(u-£,f)\-42iai
c-»0 A'jrc- J
^
'

du

£->0

A~'€

<7(X + ^)-(T(X-0)

_

_

,

,2

-(^x^x-<^x^x''\<^x

CT(X + 0)-a(X-i))

I „ ,2 . I „

„ ,2

/-—

\^x \ '^\^x

"x\ •

—

\j2n

and therefore the value of this formula attains to minimum if and only if

and

we have

J \ {s(u + £,f)-s(u-£j)}~^c^ 1^ du =

I^-

and we have

, ^2^o-(^ + 0)-ct(X-0)
|c^i <—^
.—
^

(Vreal X).

v2;r

Since <7(u)is bounded and monotone increasing function, there exists the set A of
countable points X = X„, (n = 0,],2,....) at which O'(u) has jump and continuous
elsewhere.

Thus we have the following results.

(i) If X^ A, then we have

(T(X + 0)-a(X-0) = c^ =0
and

142
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4

Urn

X+G

f ^(u +s,f)-s(u-s,f)f du-0.

^-^0 Atts /l~&

(ii)If >leA,tliatis A, =\, ('w = 0,1,2,....^, then we have

^^->0 4;r^

{.r«
+.,/;- s(u -e.f)}- J2^c„ 1^ du =
^

V2;r

|

16.2 Remark (2). On the Hjrpothsesisf^Ra)
Let us introduce the generalized Hilbert transform

7t i t + i x-t
On the case A = 0.If|m |< £:, we have by the Theorem A(c.f.ibid. I, p.4 , p.19) as for

G-RTof l(x)

s(u^s~f)-s(u-s,%)
= i{s(u + s,f)~s(u-e,f)} +2r^(u +sJ)-\-2r^(u +e,f)
where it is satisfied that

(R,)

lim^W(u
+s.f)f du = 0
2s Zf.

and we shall assume that there exist a constant a(f) such as

(l^i)

E-*0 vc* J

+e,f)-^a(f)f du =0.
u

y

Now let us suppose that fi(x) belongs to the class 5and the condition (R2) is
satisfied. Then we have for any constant Oq = iOq +a(f)

\^s(u + €,f^)-s(u-s,f^)-^a^J^

=i\s(u-\-s,f)-s(u-s,f)-y!27ra^^-\-2r^(u^E,f)+2\r^(u-\-s,f)-^a(f)^
and we have by the Minkowski inequality
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j

e

Urn-—
\ \\s(u +s,fJ~s(u-sJ^)-'j27iaA
e^O 4^s
c->0 A^re J

1

^

/

e

= lim
\\{s(u +s,f)-s(u-s,f)]-yJ^aQ f' du
e-*0 4jis •' ^
o-r+oj-o-r-o; ,

,2 ,

_

I ^0 I ^ I '■0

,2
"0 I

Therefore the value of this integral attain to minimum if and only if t?© ~

Qq = c© , and

c©=/c© ■\-a(f) and we have
1 ^
Urn-—
\ \\s(u + sJ^)~s(u-Ej^)--yl27tcM du
^->0 Atvs -e
^ ^

1

'

e

Urn
\\\s(u-\-s,f )-s(u-s,f)}-yl2^CQ f du
e-^o 4;^s

In particular, if G(u,(p) is continuous at M = 0, then
1

Um

c© = 0, c^'=a(f) and we have

JT

f I \s(u-^s,f,}-s(u-e,f,^-4^a(f)f du = 0

^7t£ ■'

^

'

In the case ^ ^ 0. If \u\<s and | w±£■ |> 0for sufficiently small S, we have by the
Theorem A (c.f. ibid. 1, p.4)

s(u-\-s.fJ-s(u-£,f^) = (-isignu){s(u-¥s,f)-s(u-s,f)}.
Then we have by the same arguments as Remark(l) for any constant

Um

I A+£
A+£
Atts

■,

-Um

J \ ^s(u + E,f^)-s(u-£,f^j^-^J^a;^ du

A-f

A+ff

f \[s(u + £,f)-s(u-E,f

du

A-c

a(X + 0)-(7(X-0)
~

rr—

yjln

, „ ,2 , , „

„ ,2

I '•A I

"A I

I ^A

where dj^=(—isignX)a^. Therefore the value of this integral attains to minimum if
144
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and only if cix-^x

Urn
f \\s(u
+ e,f.)-s(u-s,f.)]-yj2jrc,\^du
E-*0 Atrc J
I
)
=//w

£-♦0 Ans

f \\s(u + s,f)-s(u-s,f)-yl27ccA du
A~&

^

'

(T(A + 0)-a(A,-0)
—

yfln

c,

where Cj^ =(—isignZ)c^. Therefore we shall conclude that
( i ) If A (£ A. Then we have

(j(X-\-^}-a(X-^)'=Cx = 0
and
*

A-rfr

lim-— \ ]^(u + e,fy)-s(u-s,fy)f du = 0
Atts / ^

(ii) If A e A, that is X = X^,(n = \,2,3>,...). Then we have

lim

f \\s((u + s,f,)-s(u-s,f,)\-yl27tc„fdu
A„~e

= lim 4;f£ Jf \{s(u
+ s.f)~s(u-s,f)}-y/^c„fdu
^
^
a(Z„+0)-ar(X„-0)

where c„ =(-isignZ„)c„
If

X=

(n = 0).

Then we have

lim

J

c

f \\s(u + e,f,)-s(u-e,f,)-yf2^CQ] du
(7(0+)-a(0~J

— \c.0

I

»

where Cq = ic^ ■\-a(f).

We have seen that the conditions (R^) andf
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we could not necessarily apply the Minkowski inequality to estimations of remainder
terms. We should correct these conditions and instead of them we should state here

properties /2q/and ^/ of which we can prove respectively.

(R^f lim^ f \[s(u-\-s,f)-s(u-s,f)}~-42ncQ f du ^ a(0+)-(T
o-(0+) o(0-)

2
I Cn I

and

(R^)' Urn— \ \[s(u +£j^)-s(u-sjj]-^c^ f

a(0+)-a(0~)

2
Ca

where Cq ~ ic^ +a(f).
We shall remark that applying the Theorem

, we have

a(o+)-a(o-) cr('o+;-o-('o-; ,. ,2 , 1 :: 12

^

^

Similarly we have proved in the case

lim-^ f I\s(u + e,f)-s(u-s,f
£-*(i AvP J

V

-|Col +|c„|

(Rxf -

'

du =

X-s

and (R;,/-

^""7^ I \{s(u-\-£.fO-s(u-Sj^)-^cM
^
^

yjln

- I 1^

respectively.

We shall also remark that applying the Theorem
and I

,the relation

=^(—isignX)C;^

!=| |we have

^|27^

-Jljt

16.3 On the hypothesis (C^). In the preceding sections, if it is required we are
going to assume the existence of the following limits

(CJ

lim

2r_r,.

x)e-'^dx =

(\/real X)

However we shall conclude that hypothesis (C.) could be derived hy the hypothesis
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(C;^) and condition (Rj) as follows
Theorem

Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class iSj, and satisfies the

hypothesis

(CJ I'm^I f(X)e"'^dx =

(Vreal A)

7--»« 2T

and the condition

(R,) ^J\\r,(u +e,f)-^a(f)f du-^Q (e-^0).
Then we have
T

and ('CJ hm-^\f,(x)e''^dx = C;^ (Mreal X)
-T

(-isignX)C;^

(A^O)

Cq =icQ +a(f)
Proof. By the Theorem
1

3

(A = 0).

we nave

T
I

1

/i-te
A*-e

Urn — J fy(x)e'^dx = lirn |
j= ^s(u-\-s,f^)-s(u~s,f^j^du
in the sense that if either side exists, the other side exists and assumes the same value.

By the Theorem A and the condition (R2) we shall prove existence of the limit of
right hand side of the above formula.

(i)If A ^0 By the Theorem A , we have
A+s

Urn

j

f {s(u->rS,f,)-s(u-s,f,)\du =(-isignA)lim
Is-J^

A-e

^

A+e

f {s(u + £,f)-s(u-e,f)]du
2£yj2n Ag

(ii)If A~0 By the Theorem A and (R2)iWe have

lim^ ^j—j^s(u +£,fj-s(u-€,fj}du =lim^ 7^^ +£,/j

+ a('/j

Thus applying the hypothesis (Cji)we have proved limit of the following formula
J

Urn

A+e

==• f \s(u-\-e,f.)-s(u-s,f,^du
ledln

^

^

exists.
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The remaining part of the theorem are obvious by the Theorem

.

16.4 As we have pointed out that the conditions (Rq) and (Ra) are destroyed,
we should correct the Theorem

, Theorem B2 and Theorem C

(i)On the case Theorem 5,. We have

Theorem B^ Let us suppose that f ^ Sq and the hypothesis (Cj^)and the condition
(R2) are satisfied. Then we have that fi^S^ and the following equality
r

1

T
^ |2

Proof. We shall prove the following equality
j

<»

lim-—
\ \s(u +s,fJ~s(u~E,fjf dx
4;r£ J
-co

=lim^]\s(u +£j)-s(u-s,f)f dx-\cQ f +\Co\\
f-»o 4;rs ■'

—OS

and apply the N.Wiener theorem (c.f.N.Wiener[ 1 ],Theorem22,p.l40).
For this purpose we shall divide the integral of left-hand side into two parts
1

j\s(u + £Ji)-s(u-s,/;)f dx = -^ I l(")l^
r

1

= /, + l2say.
Then by the part (i) of the Theorem A (c.f. ibid. I, p.4),we have
I. =

—L f \s(u + e,f.)-s(U"e,f,)f ciu = -^ f \(-isignu){s(i4 + £,f)-s(u~£,f)}fdu
=

Atrc-

f \s(u-hej)-s(u-e,f)f du

J

and by the part (ii) of the Theorem A , we have

h =T^ J \s(u + s,f,)-s(u-£,f,)f du
= —!- f \i{s(u + e,f)-s(u-£,f)} + 2r^(u + e,f) + 2r^(u + s,f)\\)f du

J \ i^s(u + E,f)-s(u-s,f)-i4^a(f)^ + 2r,(u + £,f) + 2(r^(u + e,f)-^a(f))f
Here we can apply the Minkowski inequality, and we have by the use of condition
148
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(R2) (c.f. ibid. I, p.19) and hypothesis (C;^) (c.f. ibid. VI, p.133)

4=-^ f \{s(u +s,f)-s(u-s,f)}-i-j2!ra(f)fdu + li(\) (s-^0)
=^ f ls(u +s,/j-s(u-s,/jfdii

+ly[^a(f) r u +s,f)-s(u-E.f)}du4^^

li

4^^®

j{s(u +E,f)-s(u-E,f)}
4;r£

J/

i4

=7^ f \s(u +e,f)-s(u-e,f)\^du+ic„a(f)-ic„a(f)+\a(f)f
=-i- f

+

+|/c„ p+|/c„+a('/;p

=-^ f \s(u +s,f)-s(u-E,f)fdu-\ct,f+\Co\\
where Cq - Wq -\-a(f)
Therefore we have proved the required formula and we can conclude that /j €

.

(ii) On the case Theorem ^2. We have

Theorem ^2 Let us suppose that /e 5 and the hypothesis (CJ^) and the condition
(R2) are satisfied. Then we have that /j e 5 and the following equality

lim —

\s(u + E,f^)-s(u-s,f^)f du

£•->0

J
-co

=//ot—5— f e"" \s(u +e,f)~s(u-£,f)f du-1 |^ +1 f
Moreover ,we have by Theorem

7-*'^2T j.,.

+

(c.f. II, ibid. pp.25~28)

t)dt = lim-;^(f(x
+t)f(t)dt-1 c„ f +1 c„ f
t-*'^2T

Proof. We have

J = A^c {
e"" \s(u +£,J[)-s(u-£,/l)f du
J
Ans -<0
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=—
f e'"|"p du + —
f e'"\"f du = J^ +J^, say.
A-rrc J
AttC J
We have by the Theorem A (c.f. ibid. VI 3"^ ed. p.4)

Ji =7^ f e'"" I sfu+ £:,/,J-sfu-s,/, du
A-rrc

J

=-^ f e"" \(-isignu){s(uyE,f)-s(u-s,f)}f du

=7^ f e""\s(u +E,f)-s(u-£,f)fdu.
and also we have

^2=7^
\ e''"\s(u +s,fy)-s(u-s,f^)f du
Ans
Attc

J

|U|^&

=7^ f (e^"-\)\s(uyE,%)-s(u-E,f^)f du

+-^ j \s(uyE,fJ-s(u-E,f^)f du.
Ans

Since

by Theorem 5* and e'"^ -\~0(s) f£■ -> 0^, we have

7^ \u\<,eJ (e'" -l)\s(u + E,fJ-s(u-E.f,)f du = 0(E) Urn-^\\f^(x)f
dx
-^'^11
= o(\)

(S^O)

(c.f. I. ibid. pp.21~22).

Moreover applying the condition (R2),^Q have

I \s(u + E,fJ-s(u-Ejjf du
luisr

=-^ J \s(u + e,f)-s(u-E,f)f du-\c„f +\c^
ii/lse

Thus we have

J. =^— f e"" \s(u-\'S,f)-s(u-e,f)^ du-\cQ f +\Cq +o(l) (s-^O)
Therefore we have

/r-*0 4;r^
A TTC
C-»0

\s(u^ej^)-s(u-s,f^)f du
J

= //w^—
\ e'"^ \ s(u + s,f)-s(u-s,f)\^ du-1 Cq p +1 |^.
£-»0 4;^
fi -»0 Attc j
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Thus we can conclude that f^(x)^S by the Theorem

(c.f. II, ibid. pp.25~28) and

we have

lim-^\f,(x +t)f,(t)dt = Um-^\j(x+t)f(t)dt~\Cf, f +|c„ p.
T

1*

(iii) On the case Theorem C. We have

Theorem C*.Let us suppose that f(x) is a

-almost periodic function and satisfies

condition (Rj)- Let us write its Fourier series as follows

n

Then its G.H.T f^(x) is also a function of

-almost periodic and has its Fourier

series as follows

n

where

r (-isignA„)c„

= 1,2,3,...;

c„ = <

iCo+a(f)

(n = 0).

Proof. Since f(x) is a function of B -almost periodic and so it belongs to the class

S and satisfies the condition

^, we have that its G.H.T. f^(x) belongs to the

classiS and satisfies the hypothesis (C;^) (\freal X).

Let us denote the set A =
4

n - 0,1,2,...}. Then we have

7*

4

lim —
\f(^)e~'^dx = lim ISyjiTt
|
1=x-e{s(u^-E,f)~s(u-s,f)}du
27*
0
=

(X^K)

<

c„

(Xe.K, X = X„, n = 0,\,2,-)-

Then we have by the Theorem A \nd condition (R2)
(i) X^(^
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=

[s(u + s,f)-s(u-s,f)]du
2s^ L

=(-isignX)/(w^I f(x)e~'^dx =(-isignX)c„
(ii) X =0
I

Urn

r

J=^\[s(u +£,f^)~s(u-sj,)\

^-^0 IsyJljr _% ^

^

£

= lim

J
ISyjlTt _p

+ £j)-s(u~sj)}du■\-a(f)= ic^ •¥a(f).

Therefore we have by the Theorem

(c.f. ibid.Vl, 15.4) the hypothesis (Cx) f'Vrea/ X)

is satisfied and we have

''O

(XtK)

lim-^\f^(x)e-'"dx= <

T-"> 2T _j.

c„

(XeA, X = X„, n = 0,\,2,...).

Since f(x) is to be 5^-almost periodic, we have y^ | c„ |^< oo and y^J c„ p< co too.
n

n

Therefore we shall conclude that f^(x) is to be almost periodic and has its Fourier
series as follows

n

16.5 On the spectral analysis and synthesis of G.H.T. f^(x)
Now we shall going to construct the theory of spectral analysis and synthesis of G.H.T.

First of all we should remark the following results.

Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the classS and satisfies the hypothesis (Cx) and

the condition

belongs to the class 5 by the Theorem ^2 (c.f. ibid.
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VI,p.149) and it satisfies the hypothesis (C^^) by the TheoremF4 (c.f. ibid. VI, pl47).
Let us denote that

as the auto-correlation function of f(x) and

g(u)~ G(u,(p) as the G.F.T. of

. Then since g(u) is a function to be bounded

and monotone increasing, there exist the set A ={A,„,n = 0,1,2,,...} at most countable
and the GfuJ is discontinuous of first kind there and continuous elsewhere. Then we
have

IT JJy.

7 ->ao 7/

= lim

p= f {s(u-\-€,f)-s(u-e,f)\du
25V2^ X-e

where c^=0 (X^ K) and

f/leA^.We shall denote

and promise that ^ =0 and we may permit

instead of

= 0.

We have also

/• 1
km

f \s(u'\-s,f)-s(u-s,f)\du
I /
= G(X^0,(p)-G(X-0,(p)
7=

by the Lemma E*(c.f. ibid. VI, p.135). Then we have by the Schwaltz inequality

1C, f <

+

^;
yjlTT

Now let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class S and satisfies the hypothesis

(CJ^)and condition(Rj)■ We shall try the same problem as f(x) to its G.H.T. f^(x)
We shall state them step by step steadily for the sake of completeness.

Step(i) Let us define ^(x)-(p(x,f^) as the auto-correlation function of f^(x)and
g(u)—g(u,^) as the G.F.T. of (p(x) respectively. Then we have
if A

0

c, ^lim = J i^s(u +s,f^)-s(u-£,fjyu
2€yJ2^

,^__(-isignA)

= lim^

A+s

f {s(u +£,f)-s(u-sj)}du

2£y[2i /J
As
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=(-isignX)C;,
and if

=0

Co =lim

1

j= \\s(u +s,fj-s(u-s,fj\du

^-^0 IsdlTt i^

^

e

= lim

r= I {s(u +s,f)-s(u-e,f)}du

+lim—'^^\r^(u
+sj)du +lm—^^flr^fu
+sJJ-J^af/jidu
+af/J
IsdlTT
Isy/ITT [
V2
J
=/Co +a(f)

by the Theorem A (c.f. ibid. I, p.4) and hypotheses (C;^), (C^) and condition (R2)
(c.f. ibid. VI, Theorem

, 147 and p.143). Therefore we have
(-isignA)c,

f^

O;

/Co +a(f)

(X^O).

^^>1= <

Step (ii)Let us denote (p(x)= <p(x,f) and ^(x)-(f>(x,f^) the auto-correlation
function of f(x) and f^(x) respectively. Let us also denote <j(u)=(j(u,q>) and
d(u)= a(u,(p) the G.F.T. of <p(x) and ((>(x) respectively. Then we have

km

1 Yi\s(u-\-s,J)~s(u-s,f)\
/
du = a(X-v^,<p)-a(X-^,(p)
==

^^0 AtTS

(^real X)

yJlTT

by the Lemma £*(c.f. ibid. VI, p.153). Since^('xjsatisfies the hypothesi8(^ jwith
the condition (R2)ai8for f(x), vie have also

^ ^7\\s(u-¥s,f,)-s(u-s,f,)\du-—
/
>, ^
7 h2j (T(X + Q,^)-a(X-Q,^)
..
,—
(^real X)

lim
<^->0 4;r£

yJlTt

Therefore we have by the Theorem A
1

if X^O

A.+e
A.+€

lim
f \s(u + €,J[)-s(u~£,fi)\^du
£-»0 Atrc J
4^8 A-c

154

and if

= Im — f \(-isigm)\s(u +s,f)-s(u-€,f)\f du
X-s

j A+e

=lim

\ \s(u + €,f)-s(u-€,f)fdu
A-e

=0

Urn
\\s(u-\-s,f,)-s(u-s,f,)fdu
fi-»0 Atrc 1
Ans

1

^

=//m 4;r£- [\i\s(u-\-s,f)-s(u-e,f)\ + 2r,(u-\-s,f)+ 2r2(u +s,f)f du
where the integrand rewrite as follows

i[s(u-¥£,f)-s(u-E,f)} ■^2r^(u-^e,f)-\-lr^(u-\-e,f)

= i^s(u + s,f)-s(u-£J)~iy|2^a(fj^ + 2r^(u + £.f) + 2l^r^(u + €,f)-^a(f)
and since we could apply the Minkowski inequahty , we have

Urn-— \\s(u + £,fj-s(u-£,fj\^du
1

=lim

47t£

£

\\i{s(u-\-£,f)-s(u-£,f)}-iy/^a( f)fdu
^

Furthermore we shall expand the integrand as follows

— ^' \i{s(u-\-£,f)-s(u-£. f)} - iyj2jra(f) f du

An£

=—^
\ \s(u + £,f )-s(u- £,f) fdu
A7t£
A-rrc* J

\{s(u-{-£.f)-s(u-s, f)}du —

2£y/27r _g

2Ey!27T

\{s(u + E,f)-s(u~ £, f)}du+ \ a(f) f

and we shall also remark that
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1

Cn = Urn— f f(x)dx- lim

1

=•f \s(u-\'S,f)-s(u-s,f'j\du

by the one-sided Wiener formula (c.f. ibid. VI, p.135). Therefore we have

Um

f I s(u-^£,f.)-s(u-£,f.)fdu

^^0 Atts ^

f I i{s(u-\-s,f)-s(u-£,f)\-i'j2Ka(f)f du

=lim

f I M +sj)-s(u-s,f)fdu +1 ic^ +a(f)f-\

Thus we shall conclude that

cr(X + 0,g))-a(A-0,g7)

cr(X +0,^)-a(Z-0,^)_

yjli
a(0^,(p)-(T(^-,(p)

+ I/Co +£?('/; 1^ -I Co P (X = ^)

Since f^(x) belongs to the class5and satisfies hypothesis

^, we have that

g(u)— g(u,^) is a bounded and monotone increasing function, and so there exists A
the set of X to be at most countable and d(u)\& discontinuous of the first kind there
and continuous elsewhere. By the arguments of Step( i) and Step( ii )above, we shall
conclude that the set A is just the same the set A and we have

a(X-\-^)-u(X-^)

(X^O)

a(X^^)~a(X-^) _ ^
cT(0+)-a(0-)

+|/Co-Hfl('/;p-|CoP (X^O)

and furthermore we shall write the above formula as follows

"O,
<7(X +0)~d(X-0)
=<

(X^K)

a(X„+0)-a(X„~0)
,

yfln
156
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afO+J-o-fO-) . .

,..,2

I

,2

—-+\ic^+a(f)\ -kol , (1 = 0)

yJlTT

Step( iii) In the first we shall remark that the following formula is satisfied
4

7*

*

A+€

Urn—^ f^(x)e~'^dx = lirn |
7=
+
1"^ _Y

(^real 1).

'2.e^'2,71

in the sense that either of the limit exists, then the other limit exists and assume the

same value (c.f. ibid.VI, Theorem F3,pp.l41~2; Hypothesis(^C^ J ,p.l46;TheoreS2.pl49).
Then we have by the Schwaltz inequality

I

A+e

=\ljm j=^ j ^s(u +£,fj-s(u-£jj]du

c, P=|

^~*®2£'v2;r > -

I

<lim

A+ff

= f \s(u + £,fi)-s(u-£,f^)f du
2£yl27t

_(j(l-\-0,^)-(T(l-0yp)
Therefore we have
00

and so there exists

-almost periodic function g(x) and its Fourier series

where we shaU denote c„ instead of

.

Since we have already shown that /^(x) satisfies the hypothesis ('C;^ ^, we have
T

T

Urn — \ fi(x)e~'^dx = lim —
\ g(x)e~'^^dx
2T ij.

7--»co 2T i,.

(\lreal 1).

Then we shall set

fi(x)-g(x)= h(x),

say

and we shall prove that h(x) belongs to the N.Wiener classS. This can be done just
the same arguments as the decomposition
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f(x)-g(x)= h(x)

of the Theorem £*(c.f. ibid. VI, 15.3, Step.( iii), p.137).
Thus we have proved

l''"^\h(^+')\(t)dt = Um^\J(x +t)f,(t)dt-lim^\g^(x +t)g,(t)dt
Step.(iv) We shall also consider the auto'correlation functions of y[, g and h

^(x)=(p(x,~f),

ii/(x)= ii/(x;g,)

and

x(x)= X(xA)

and their G.F.T. a(u,^),CT(u,\j/) and(J(u,x)
Then we have proved in the Step (iii)

<p(^■Jx) = w(

)^x(^'A)

and therefore we have also

a(u,(p) = <t(u,{j/) + ct(u,x) .

Thus ct(u,x) is the difference of two bounded , monotone increasing function and so

function of bounded variation. Therefore we could apply the N.Wiener Theorem (c.f.
N.Wiener[l], Theorem 24,pp.146-9)

}I

f^

1'^

In particular a(u) = (7(u,g>) is continuous everywhere, then it is satisfied by the
results of the Step (ii)
(7(

+0,^)-(t(

-0,

o-f

+0,ipj- a(

-0,<p)

= 0, (Jl„eA, « = 1,2,3,...;

and

yJlTT

Therefore we have proved
dx = 0.

7-»eo 2T

Then we have by the N.Wiener Theorem [ 1 ] (c.f. Theorem 20, p.138)

11

I ^ <(\ + 27r) Urn ^ \ X(^'\)f dx = 0
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Then we have

X(x;}\)^Q

a.e. x.

and

<p(x;fy)= ii/(x;g^)

a.e. x.

In addition to if f(x) belongs to the classlS', then since fi(x) and g](x) are both
belong to the class S', h^(x) does too. Then since x(^'K) is continuous everywhere
we have ;t'r^»^^=Oforall;c and in particular we have

J WX)f dx = z(0;fh)=0
and repeating the same arguments as above we have

h^(x)= 0

a.e. x.

and we have

We shall call it Theorem G,.

17 The Spectral Analysis and Synthesis of the G.C.L Cy(z,f).

We shall define the G.C.I. of f(x) that is real-valued and belongs to the class W^as
follows

f,(z)= 2q(z;f)=2^]^-^
(z = x +iy. y>0)
Im Lt-¥i z-t
and we shall going to construct the theory ofspectral analysis and synthesis of G.C.I.

f(z)= 2C,(z;f)
shall state them step by step for the sake of completeness.
Step(i)Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class S and satisfies condition

(R^)- Let us put F(x)=f(x)+ if^(x) then /('xjand
and we shall denote

z+ i "r F(t) ai
dt

17/ \ = // i7\ = —\
z+ i C
F(z)
C,(z;F)

2;ri r. / + i z-t
Then since e have

and
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Urn F(z)= ^(F(x)+//•(X))= ^(f(x)+if,(x))+U(f(x)+if(x)X
y*o

2

2

2

=^(f(x)+if(x))+^i(f(x)+i(-f(x))=f(x)-i-if(x)= F(x)
by the skew reciprocal property of G.H.T.( c.f.E.C.Titchmarsh[ 3],ChapterV).
We have

f(2)^F(z)

(Mx, Vy > O;.

Thus we could apply Theorem A and Theorem

to F(z)— C^(z;F)instead of fx(z)

and we have

If \ u\> s j then we have

s(u +£;f(z)-s(u-s;f(z))=

{(s(u + e;F)-s(u-s;F))+ r/u,y,£;F)}

where

s(u +s;F)-s(u-£;F)={s(u^s;f)-s(u-s;f)]+i\s(u-vs;fy)-s(u-£;f^)^
- (\'\-signu){s(u-\-e;f)-s(u -s;f)}
and then we have

s(u-¥£;f^(z))~s(u-e;f(z))

= n + signu) \2(s(u +s;f)-s(u-£;/))+r^(u,y,s;F)}
where

lim^
f \r^(u,y,£;F)f du = ^.
f-»o 2e
\u\>e

If \u\<s,then we have

s(u + €;f^(z))-s(u-£;f^(z))= ir^(u-\-£;F)+ ir^(u + E;F)
+ r.^(u + E,y;F)
where

/>,(u +e;F)-\-ir2(u +s;F)= s(u-\-£;F)-s(u~ £;F)

^{s(u +£;f)-s(u-E;f)}-^i\s(u + £;f^)-s(u-E;f^j^
= 2z>,(u +£;f)-\- lir^(u-\- s;;f)
and then we have

s(u + e:f(z))-s(u-s;f(z))
= 2ir^(u-\- e;f)
+ 2ir2(u +£;;f)-\-r^(u-\-£, y;F)
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where

Urn— f \rJu +6;f)f

=Q

and

Urn— f \r-^(u-\-s,y;F)f du ~

If ^

l-F

I,
|«1( )e

and there exist constant ci(f)such as

(RJ lim-^ f \r-,(u,y,e;f)~A^a(f)f du .
Step (ii) Now we shall intend to prove that /jfzJ belongs to the class S.This can be
done by the application ofTheorem

. We shall estimate it by the integration by parts

and apply the Lemma E .
Let us estimate the following integral

^
J e'" I sfu +6:;f/zJJ-s(u -8;f(z))f du
Ans •'.
=-!-f

Jux I t! \1

f

du +

I"|2

_
du-I^+Ij,
say.

A7re ,.i.

AnsJ^.
We have

=-:r- I

\=

{2(s(u +s;f)-s(u-e:f))+ r,(u,y,e:F)} l' du

= —]e"'\e-'"{s(uyeJ)-s(u-e,f)}f du +o(l) (s--^0)
Ins

by the Minkowski inequality and we have
(ix-2yju u

— \e"^e

I s(u^e,f)-s(u-s,f)f du =-

ns •'

f|
ns

00

+ /)-s(v-s;f)f dv

i

u

f/"-"'''" f I sfv +£;/J-s{v-s;/jf dv
ns

\e

by the integration by parts.

Now we have by the Lemma E*

'\\s(v-^s;f)-s(v-SIf)fdv

Ans{
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and

-^\\s(v
+s;f)-s(v-s;f)fdv -»
^TTS^

a.e.u (s->0)

yjlTT

boundedly. Therefore we have

/, z.-A(ix-2y;f

-^^+) ^ ^

i

V2;r

Next we have

A =7^ f e"" li('u + £;/;('z;;-i('M-s;/('z;jp flfw
= -^— f e'"\2ir,(u+E:f)+2irJu +e:f)-\-r,(u +s,y;F)f du
where let us remark the following properties

Urn—
f \r,(u +£,f)f du =
Oc j

Urn—
f \rJu-\-s,y;F)f du =0
e->0 2f •'

\u\iE

iulSe

and the condition

(R^) 3 a(f) ■ lim^\ \r2(u +e,f)-j^a(f)fdu =0.
Then we have by the Minkowski inequality

l2=^

+

Fa(f)f rf«+ i a(f)p +o(\)=1 aC/;P +00;

r^^o;
Therefore we have proved

//w

f e""

t/w

£-^0 4;j£- J

=-4fa-2y;f
i

+\a(f)f.
dlTt

Thus we have proved f^(z)= 2C^(z;f)— C^(z;F)w\ieTQ F(x)~ f(x)-\-if^(x)
belongs to the classS by the Theorem

. We shall present it as follows
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v(x:fi(2))= lim
l f,(x +t,y)f,(l,y)dt
7 -><« 2T jj.
1

= lim

\e'"'\s(u +s;f^(z))-s(u-e;f^(z))\^du (z = x + iy, y>0)

47rs jL

—00

Step (iii) Let us suppose that f(x) belongs to the class S and satisfies the

hypothesis

and the condition^2/^• Then we shall notice that G.H.T. f](z)

satisfies the hypothesis(C^)too.
Now we shall prove

a^signXf
1 ^

lim— \ fJz)e~'^dx =
ia(f)
where

z = x + zy,

(X^Q)

> 0.

For this purpose we shall need the support of the Theorem F3(ibid. IV, p.141). There
we have

r-.® 2T Jy.

= ^^-*0 ISyjlTt
f= f {s(u-\-E;f^(z))-s(u-s;f^(z))]du

where z = x + iy, 3/ > 0.Then we shall intend to estimate the formula in the right

hand side with aide of the Theorems A,A

ibid. Ill, pp.47~8) and Theorem A (c.f.

ibid. I, p.4).
(i)The case X^O.

We have by the Theorem A

s(u +s;fjz))~s(u~E;f(z))= H +si^u)

u +s;F)-s(u-£;F)}+ r^(u,y,e;F))

where F(x)— f(x)+ify(x) and we have by the Theorem A
s(u + e;F)-s(u-£;F)

={s(u + £;f)-s(u-£;f)}+ i{s(u + E;f)-s(u-E;f)}
={s(u +s;f)-s(u-e;f)\-\-i(-isignu){s(u-\-s;f)-s(u-£:f)}
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= n +signu)[s(u + s;f)-s(u-s;f)}
Therefore we have
«

Urn

yl+C

= f {s(u + £;f^(z))-s(u-s;f^(z))}du
2€yl2!r

=lim—\= f

2e^27t £-

^(\+signX)^

is(u +£;f)~s(u-s;f)\du

2

/™
Urn

j

L

I {s(u + s;f)~s(u-£;f)}du

2

where we shall use the condition

Urn—
f yQ(u,y,e;F)f du = 0
*•-*0 '?£• j
2s,u2e

for the estimation of the remainder term.

Since we have by the Theorem
^

7

<

A+S

= Urn —
\ f(^)e~'^dx = Um 2s's27t
|
j= {s(u +s;f)-s(u-s;f)]du
27* _y,
we have proved
i2

Um^
f f,(2)e-''^dx = n +
r^colT
J
27 J/'

">
2

.

^

(ii) The case ^ = 0. We have by the Theorem

s(u-vs;f(z))-s(u-s;f^(z))
= ir^(u-^e;F)-^ir^(u-\-s;F)-vr^(u-\-s,y;F)
where

ir^(u-^s;F)-\-ir^(u-^£;F)= s(u-\-e;F)-s(u-s;F)
and we have by the Theorem A

s(u-\r£;F)-s(u-s;F)={s(u +£;f)-s(u-E;f)]-vi^s(u +£;f^)-s(u-€;f^j^
= 2ir^(u-¥E;f)-\- 2ir2(u +£;f)
Therefore we have

s(u-\'£;f^(z))-s(u-£;f^(z))- 2ir^(u-\-£;f)
+ 2ir^(u +£;f)
+ r^(u + £,y;F)
where we shall notice the following properties
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Urn— f \r,(u-\-s;f)f du = {i

and

Urn— f \r-^(u +s,y;F)f du = Q

!u|-<c

!u!<e

and the condition

(R^) lim^
f \r^(u +e;f)-^a(f)f
du =0
2£
\2
Therefore we have by the condition R2)

lim \= f {s(u + s;fy(z))-s(u-s;fy(z)}du =

—\= f 2ir^(u-\'S;f)du-\-—\=^ f 2ir2(u +£;f)du + \= f r^(u-\-£,y;F)du
2£yl27l

2£yj27t |„f^^

2£^27C

=—
f \r2(u-¥£;f)-A^a(f)\du
+ia(f)+o(\)= ia(f)+ o(\), (e^Q).
2£>n^,l,[
V2
J
Thus we have proved

f^(z)dx =lim—^
|
{s(u +£;f^(z)-s(u-£;fy(z)}du
v2^ |a|<^

T-*'^ 21 _y.

= ia(f).

Now We shall consider as for F(z)= C^(z;F),F(x)= f(x)+ if^(x). Then we have
the final results as follows

(i) I M |> f

s(u + e;F(z))-s(u-s;F(z))=(\+signu)e~^ {(s(u + e;f)-s(u-e;f))^r^(u,y,s;F)}
where

^ J I r„(u.y,s;F)f du = 0(\). (s-^0).
lul^C

(ii) \u\<£

s(u + e;F(z))-s(u~e;F(z))=2ir^(u-\-E;f)+ 2ir2(u +£;f)
+ 2r^(u-\rE;y;F)
where F(x)= f(x)+if^(x) and

^ J y^(u + £;f)\^ du = o(\), ^ I \r^(u +£,y;F)f du^o(\), (e^O)
^\uS£

!ul<f

and
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(R^) ^!I r,(u +e:f)-^a(f)f du = 0(s), (e^Oj
Then we have

(i) X^O
4

■;= f {s(u + s;F(z))-s(u-€;F(z))}du

lim

2

=(\ + signu)e~^^ lim

A+e

=• f {s(u + s; f)-s(u-€; f )}du
I,

(ii) X = 0

lim—

f ls(u + e;F(z)) — sfu~e;F(z ))]clu

I \r,(u-\-£;f)-^a(f}^u + ia(f) =ia(f).

=lim
2s-

Therefore if we apply the Theorem F., then we have
(l + signX)e
1

^

lim— f F(z

(X^O)

dx = <
a=o)

>a( f)
where z = x-\-iy, >" > 0 and
1

^

c,~lim—\f(x))e~'^dx
("i realX).
T-*a3 OT" J

2T _y.
Step(iv) There exists ^2'almost periodic function G(z) (z = x +iy,y > 0) as for
variables: and any >>>0 of which Fourier series are as follows
~

(z = x + iy,y>0)
n*0

where

C„ = 7_>« 2T jj. f(x)e-""'dx
Because we shall remark that
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G(x,y)~ ia(

'V

fl +sign\
^>0

where
c_e "'e " =c„e' '-c.e
n

therefore we shall write

'

as for G(x,y).

Then we have

1

^

1

Urn— f F(z)e~'^''dx = Urn—
f G(z)e'''^''dx (\freal AJ.
/•-♦CO 2T
2T r,,
Because if A € A, then ^

for some n and so we have

^(\ + signXJe~^^c„, (n^O)
T

7*

Urn —
\ F(z)e~'^'dx = T-*ao
lim —
( GfzJe~''^'dx-<
07^ J
OT J
ia(f),

(n=^0).

and if X^K, then we have
.

r

,

/•

lim — { F(z)e''^dx = lim — \G(z)e~'^dx = 0..

■/"->« 27 j'y.
27
Therefore if we set
—G('z^ =//('zj, then H(z) belongs to the class S and we
have

I r

I T

j T

Urn— f H(x + t+iy)H(t+iy)dx = lim— f F(x + t + iy)F(t + iy)dK-' lim — f G(x + t + iy)G(t + iy)cix
Now let us denote <p(x,y;F(z)) y/(x,y;G(z)), and

x(^'yi^(^)) asfortheir

auto-correlation function of7(^2^, Gf'z^, and H(z) respectively. Let us denote also
CT(u,y;(p), (T(u,y;y/), and cr(u,y:x) as for their G.F.T. respectively.
Then we have

g>( X, y; F(z)) = if/(x, y; G( z)) + x( x, y; H( z))
and

(j(u, y;(p) = <y(u,y;y/) + a(u, y; x) •
Since the (t(u,y;x) is bounded and monotone increasing function, we have by the
N.Wiener Theorem (c.f. N.Wiener! 1 ] Theorem 24, pp. 146-9)

lim

'^'^2T

iy) r^==W(^-.y:<p)--(^-.yi<p)^
I
[
yJ2n
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I (y(^„+0:(p)-(T(\~0;(p) ^ ^

,2

4>01
Step(v) We have by the Lemma £*
A.+e

a(X + Oy;(p)-CT(X~Q,y;(p)
c/ n /
c/ ui2 du
j
—!
^ ,
=lm 1 T\s(u-¥s,y:F(z))-s(u-s,y;F(z))\
hi^
72^

f:~*OAirc- J
f->0
4^s A-c

We have also by the Theorem A and Theorem
(i) A>0

a(A +0,y;<p)-cr(^-0,y;q>)

Y A+e

=-lim
f \s(u-¥s,y;F(z))-s(u-s,y;F(z))f du
s-»-o 4^s
A"**c

Ai- 1
=4lim

/ +e;f)-s(u-e;f)\
v-1 /
f\\2 du-4
, .a(A +0,g?)-CT(/l-0;^)
\s(u
p=
yJlTT

(ii) A =0 If I w |< , we have
s(u + £,y;F(z))-s(u-£,y:F(z))= 2ir^(u + e,y;f)'\-2ir^(u +£,y;f)-\-2r^(u-¥s,y;F)
where F(x)=f(x)-\-if^(x).

We have also by the hypothesis (R2) and he Minkowski inequality
(j(0+,y;(p)-a(0-,y;(p)

=//m—

f \s(u + s,y:F(z))-s(u~£,y;F(z))f du=\ia(f)f.

Therefore we have

1 fi /
rr/ n2^
\
lZ^j\z(x,y;H(z)\dx^4Z[

'
9) (^(K - P) ^ ^ ^~A„y

I| -

In particular if the a(u;(p) is continuous on w > 0,then we have

^11

I -*ao 27

\~^ = ^

y>0).

Since F(z) and G(z) are both belong to the class 5", and therefore H(z) does
too. Then applying the N.Wiener Theorem[ I Kc.f. Theorem 20,p.138), we have
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X(x,y;H(z))= 0 (\fx, V>;>Oj
and in particular

1 ^

Urn — f I H(x-\-iy)fdx =0 (^y > 0^.
7 ->co 2T
Then applying the N.Wiener Theorem! 1 ](c.f. Theorem 20,p.138) to H(x +

again,

we have

H(x-\-iy)= Q

(\fx,

^y>0)

and therefore we have

F(x-^iy)= G(x + iy) (^x, ^y>Q).

We shall call it as Theorem Gj
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